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“Telling an application delivery team to mind the cloud 
budget is like telling a Formula1 racer to mind the fuel 
budget. They both just want to win.” 
– Jason English, CMO Intellyx

Complicated billing

Cloud providers have 
complicated, opaque 
contracts and pricing 

rules.

Manual processes

Cost analysis and 
comparison mean 
manual processing 
of spreadsheets.

Low predictability

Both utilization and 
billing are irregular 
and hard to predict.
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Solution

Let our AI make sure you get the best ROI on 
your cloud budgets

Machine Learning

Predictions of 
infrastructure 

utilization, seasonality 
and anomaly detection 

Automation 

Ongoing predictive 
cost analysis, 

recommendations and 
automated scaling 

rules

Price Discovery

Live price comparison 
to find the best 

alternative solutions, 
providers and prices
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Product
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○ Identified seasonality and 
predicted utilization

○ Identifies inefficiencies in 
code and architecture

○ Recommends most cost-
efficient services

○ Market leading data privacy 
and security approach 



Process
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Analyze

We gather data
about current 
infrastructure 

utilization and pricing

Optimize

We present 
recommendations 

about the IT 
architecture, services, 
providers and billing 

options.

Monitor

Our software 
continuously monitors 
utilization and costs

to inform cost 
management decisions.



Benefits

Lower costs, better performance, peace of mind 
and convenience

Cost reduction

30% or more

Performance

Efficient architecture 
and code

Peace of mind

Continuous monitoring 
and benchmarking

Convenience

Automation, reporting
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The Problem

o Cloud bills growing faster than 
utilization and revenue 

The Results from Djuno

○ 30% reduction in AWS bills. 
Projected total cost saving over 5 
years in high 6 figure numbers 

○ 70%+ reduction in internal 
DevOps costs

○ 2 x more compute and storage 
available 

Case Study

Swiss insurance tech company
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○ Independent and cloud agnostic. 

○ Market leading data privacy and 
security. Clients own and control all 
the data. 

○ Experienced team (Microsoft, T-
Mobile, Nationwide, European Bank 
for Reconstruction and 
Development).

○ Trusted by industry leaders from 
Amazon, Avasant, PWC, Cap Gemini, 
IBM.

○ Fast ROI.

Working with Djuno

We’re a team of seasoned business and IT 
professionals with deep experience in 
machine learning and cloud computing.
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Is Djuno the right fit?
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Djuno Consultants
Cloud 

providers
Cloud management 

platform

Infrastructure 
provisioning

Billing
management

Both demand and 
price management

Multi-layer predictions, 
seasonality and 

anomaly detection

Market leading data 
privacy and security



Next steps

1. No-commitment, 15 min call or a 
quick email

2. Briefly describe your infrastructure 
(servers/services, size, main use)

3. We prepare a detailed action plan Highest returns 
on 
cloud budgets
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